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RE: File Number S7-11-06, Coircept Relense Conceriliirg Mnrrngetrzent's Reports on
Iirterrtnl Co~ztroloiler Fit~nircinlReportiirg
Dear Ms. Morris:
We appreciate the opportunity to respond to the Securities and Excltange Comn~ission's
(SEC) Concept Release Co~icertiiiigA4a17agei77eiit'sReports 017 I17ternal Cotitl.ol over
Fii7cn7cial Reportir7g (Concept Release) and support the SEC's objective to iinprove the
effectiveness and efficiency of Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (Section
404). We believe additional guidance for management will contribute toward that
objective. We also note that an effective and efficient management process will impact
positively the effectiveness and efficiency of an integrated audit.
The Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) issued PCAOB Auditing
Standard No. 2, An Audit of h7terr7al Control Over Financial Reporlii7g Pei;fornied in
Coiljzrnction With L I I ~Azlclit ofFinni7cial Slateitiei7ts (AS 2) to provide guidance to the
independent auditor in performing an audit of internal control over financial reporting. To
date, the SEC has issued limited guidance for use by management. As a result, AS 2
became a de facto standard for manage~uentdespite not having been written for that
purpose. We supporl the developlnent of guidance for management's assessment of
internal control over financial reporting that is responsive to the specific needs of
management.
The PCAOB is currently working on proposed anlendments to AS 2. While understanding
the need for guidance specific for management, we believe it is important that the SEC's
guidance be closely aligned and coillpatible with any amendments to AS 2 in order to
facilitate the important interaction and coordination that must occur between management,
audit comnliaees and auditors to maximize the effectiveness and efficiency of both
management's assessment and the audit.
Because of the importance of this coordinated approach, we have also included
recommended i~nprovementsto AS 2 in addition to our views on the need for additional
guidance for management. We believe that our recomnlendations for additional guidance
for management, along with our proposed amendments to AS 2, will result in the

improve~nei~ts
to effectiveness and efficiency demanded by the stakeholders of the capital
markets. without reducing the value delivered by Section 404.
Appendix A includes our specific responses to the questions included in the Concept
Release.
Guidance for Management

We support the overarching principle that judgment should talce precedence over a
prescriptive approach to management assessing the effectiveness of inteinal colltrol over
financial repoi-;ing. ~ u i d a ~ l c e t hisa ttoo prescriptive, detailed, or voluminous may limit
management's ability to apply reasoned judgillent and may foster a compliance-oriented
approach. Accordingly, the guidance should be ai-ticulated in clear objectives and
fundanlental principles and concepts without setting rigid requirements. However,
sufficient context and examples should also be provided in order to drive reasonably
consistel~tinterpretation and application. We believe that high-level principles alone,
without context and examples, will likely not be sufficient to accornplish the objective of
producing meaningful illlprovements to the current process.
Areas of Emphasis

In providing this guidance, it would be helpful if the SEC guidance encouraged open
con~municationbetween management and extelnal auditors in determining the most
effective and efficient approach for a particular company recogllizillg that the approacl~
will lilcely vary from company to company. We believe it would also be impol-tant to
highlight that the decisions that management makes with regard to the nature, timing, and
extent of testing may impact the extent to which the external auditor may be able to rely on
managelllent's work.
We believe that management will benefit most from guidance in the following areas where
practice has illustrated the need for clarity to facilitate management's understanding and
ilnprove efficiency.

* Top-do~vr~,
risk based al~proflck.The guidance should explain the iillportance and
benefit of implementing a top-down, risk-based approach and provide illustrative
exan~plesof how to apply the judgment necessary to successfully implement such
an approach. W11ile we aclcnowledge that progress has been made, in our
experience, illany companies have not fully implemented a top-down, rislc based
approach.
We believe an effective "top-down, risk-based" approach first considers the inlpact
of an effective rislc assessment and entity-level controls, which includes tone at the
top and controls over the period-end financial reporting process, on the scope and
coverage of management's assessment as well as the nature, timing, and extent of
testing managelnent should perform to obtain the evidence necessary to complete
the assessment.

We believe the inclusion of examples of different techniques ~nalagen~ent
might
use to vary the nature. timing and extent of their testing based on the risk of 31
account and the complexity of the related controls would be useful. The guidance
should make clear that a properly applied "top-down, risk-based" approach means
that managelnent inay need to obtain less evidence about the effective~lessof
controls for lower risk accounts or processes and more evidence about the
effectiveness of controls for higher risk accounts or processes. We also believe that
applying a "top-down, risk-based" approach requires a cel-tain degree ofjudgment
and that any guidance in this area should not constrain n~anagement'sability to
exercise such judgment.

Effictive erifi/j~-le~~el
cori/rols. We believe that strong, comprel~e~~sive
and
substantive entity-level controls significantly reduce the risk of a material
misstatement of the financial statenlents and, as such, should be strongly
encouraged by the SEC. We believe, however, that there have been sig~~ificant
inconsistencies in practice and management would benefit from guidance regarding
the range of impact that reliance 011entity-level controls can have on the nature,
timing, and extent of testing of transaction-level controls.
Management guidance should disc~issand clearly illustrate the benefit that call be
derived from reliance on effective direct or indirect entity-level controls. An
exarnple of an entity-level control that may allow lnanagcment to reduce or
eliminate the testing of certain underlying transaction-level controls would be a
disaggregated analytical procedure or business perfom~ancereview perforn~edby
at a level of precision sufficient to prevent or detect on a tin~elybasis
n~anage~nent
due to error or fraud that could result in a material misstaten~entof
a ~nisstaten~ent
the financial statements.

Iden/ifico/iori oJ'Icej1corilrols. An appropriate identification of "key" co~ltrolsis
of internal control over
central to performing an effective and efficient assessr~~ent
financial reporting. We believe the guidance should help management understand
the cl~aracteristicsthat make a control "ltey". We consider a "ltey control" to be the
control(s) that provides the nlost effective or efficient evidence of achieving the
objectives underlying one or no re relevant financial statement assertions for one or
nlore significant accounts or disclosures. While significant progress was made in
Year 2 of Section 404, we believe there are additional opportunities for many
companies to improve efficiency by reducing the number of controls tested based
on a tl~oughtfulselection and testing of those colltrols that are considered "ltey".
Scopirig considerntior~s. There is a strong consensus that the use ofjudgment in
assessing risk is an indispensable elenlent to ilnproving the process of assessing
internal control over financial reporting. What is needed, l~owever,is workable
guidance on how that judgment is to be exercised. We believe the guidance sltould
provide the opportunity to balance quantitative and qualitative factors in
determining the scope of management's assessment (e.g., the identification of

significant accounts and level of coverage to be obtained in management's
assessment) and the nature, timing, and extent of testing intellla1 control over
financial reporting.

E1~aluali17g
/he sigi7~ficai7ceof coi7trol deficiei7cies. We believe guidance on the
circunlstances of when a restatement was not caused by a material wealu~esswould
be useful. For exm~ple.there may be circumstances where a conlpany has a robust
and effective process in place, performed by qualified personnel, to determine the
appropriate accounting for conlplex issues, and has historically reached the
appropriate accounting conclusion on such issues. After appropriately applying its
process, the company may reach a position on a conlplex accounting issue that is
later detem~inedto have been incorrect; resulting in a restatement of the financial
statements.
In situations like this, it may not be clear that a control has failed. Effective
internal control is intended to provide reasonable, but not absolute, assurance and
the nature of the control is influenced by many factors, including the fallibility of
individuals. We question whether this example, which highlights a single failure in
judgment in a complex area that has otherwise proven to be an effective
environnlcnt, should necessarily be interpreted as an indication of the existence of a
material weakness.
Perspectives on AS 2

The PCAOB announced a four-point plan intended to improve the inlplementation of
internal control reporting requirements including the intent to anlend AS 2. We believe
improvements in auditor efficiency can be achieved through elhancements to AS 2 while
still preserving the core tenets of the standard. As discussed above, we are recommending
improvenlents to AS 2 that we believe will align management guidance with AS 2,
improve auditor efficiency, increase the use ofjudgment, and improve the clarity of
infoinlation rcported to the capital marltets.
We believe these proposed amendments to AS 2, along with the additional SEC guidance
for management, will significantly improve the effectiveness and efficiency of Section

404.
Ir~crensethe rise ofjridgnrerrt in detenni~rirrg!Ire scope of !Ire nridi.
AS 2 requires that controls be tested over a "large portion" of a company's operations or
financial position. Specifically, Appendix B to AS 2, Addi/io17alPerfor~izance
Reqzriren7e17fsa17dDireclions, Ex./eiz/-of-Testii7gExoi77ples, expands on this telminologp by
requiring the auditor to perform tests of controls over all relevant assertions related to
significant accounts and disclosures at each financially significant location or business
unit. In many cases, the application of such a mechanical process has resulted in coverage
well in excess of the level we believe required to satisfy the "large portion" intended by the
standard. We believe that the requirement should be modified to allow the auditor to use

more judginent in lnalcing a risk-based assessment. For example, when a "large portion" of
coverage of a con~pany'soperations or fi~xancialposition, as well as over all significant
accounts. has already beell obtained, we do not believe the auditor should be required to
co~ltinueto add additional financially significant locatio~~s
or busiiless units of lesser
significance to their audit scope wl~enprior experience co~nbinedwith effective entitylevel controls or other evidence support that controls are effective at those locations. This
revision would result in a scoping process more in line with the risk-based principles and
yield noticeable cost savings.

We believe that there are several ways in which the existing walkthrough requirements
could be amended to achieve greater efficiency. Currently, AS 2 requires that a
wall~luoughbe conducted by the auditor for each major class of transactions every year.
After the initial audit of inteinal control over financial reporting, we believe that in low
risk areas, auditors should be allowed to rely on manage~~le~lt
walkthroughs when
performed by colnpetent and objective personnel. Alternatively, in low risk areas, auditors
sl~ouldbe permitted to use walkthroughs as the only evidence of operating effectiveiless
when there has been no significant change in controls. In the spirit of the auditor varying
the nature. tiinine" and extent of work. we believe over some reasoilable neriod of time the
auditor shbuld perfonn walkthroughs'for each major class of transaction's, i~lcludiilgthe
low risk areas. Changes
- of this nature are consistent wit11 our desire to increase the
opportunities for auditors to apply reasoiled judginent to better align the level of risk with
the level of effort.
Other Proposed Clrcrrrges

'rile following proposals, while not expected to have as significant an impact on cost and
efficiency as the recon~mendationsabove, would, however, improve the clarity and quality
of the infonnation about the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting that is
reported to investors and other stalteholders in the capital markets.
r

-

Perinit "except for" opil~io~ls
on the effective~lessof internal control over f i i ~ a ~ ~ c i a l
reporting. The SEC's final rules on Section 404 and AS 2 require a conclusion that
i n t e n d co~~trol
over fillailcia1 reporting is ineffective when one or more ~naterial
wealcnesses exist at the end of the reporting period. In limited cases, where the
material wcalu~essis not pervasive, we believe it would be appropriate to conclude
that inten~alco~ltrolover financial reporting was effective, in all material respects,
"except for" the stated material wealtness. We believe the SEC's final rules on
Section 404 and AS 2 should be amended to require noverall assessment of
"ineffective" only for instances in which a detenninatio~lwas reached that illtenla1
control over financial reporting was ineffective as a whole.
Eliminate the auditor's opinion 011 management's assertion. AS 2 requires two
auditor opinions on internal control over financial reporting. The first opinion
relates to whether managemellt has reached the appropriate conclusion as to

-

whether internal coiltrol over financial reoorting is effective i l d wlletl~erall
material wealu~esseshave been appropriately disclosed by management. The
second opinion relates to the effectiveness of internal control over financial
reporting. Because of the requirement for the auditor to issue this second opinion,
the substance of the objectives of Section 404 are met. The first opinion therefore
provides little incremental value and, for the sake of clarity to the marlcetplace,
could be eliminated. The auditor, however, will need to review and understand
management's assessment in order to properly conduct their integrated audit and to
detern~inehow much reliance can be placed on management's work on internal
control over financial reporting
0

Reword the assessment of the likelihood of a material weakness to be "at least
reasonably possible" as opposed to "more than remote". While we believe that
these tenlls are synonymous, there seems to be a perceived difference in the
marketplace.
Eliminate the requirement to evaluate the significance of all control deficiencies
against interin1 materiality, unless the deficiency is associated wit11 a known error.

In summary, we believe appropriate guidance for nlanagement will improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of Section 404. We also believe that the principles included in
management guidance and the auditing standards should be aligned a i d complementary.
Toward this end, co~lcunentconullent periods on the SEC's guidance for management and
alnendnlents to AS 2 would provide issuers, investors and auditors the opportunity to
provide valuable input that would contribute to achieving the necessary alignment and
consistency.
We believe that the above recomlnendations will contribute positively to the quality,
transparency and reliability of financial reportillg that compliance with Section 404 has
brought to the capital markets.

We would be pleased to discuss our conlrnents and to answer ally questions that the SEC
staff or the Commission may have. Please do not hesitate to contact Vincent Co1111an (973236-5390); Jill1 Lee (973-236-4478), or Raymond Beier (973-236-7440) regarding our
submission.

Sincerely,

Concept Release Concerning Management's
Reports on Internal Control over Financial Reporting
1. Would additional guidance to management on how to evaluate the effectiveness
of a company's internal control over financial reporting be useful? If so, would
additional guidance be useful to all reporting companies subject to the Section
404 requirements or only to a sub-group of companies? What are the potential
limitations to developing guidance that can be applied by most or all reporting
companies subject to the Section 404 requirements?
We believe additional guidance to lnailagelnent on how to evaluate the effectiveness
of a company's illtenla1 control over financial reporting will be useful for all
companies. However, as discussed in the cover letter, we believe the guidance should
not be overly detailed or voluminous and should focus on the areas of highest
colnplexity and the opportunities to improve efficiency.
in
We believe additional guidance to lnanagemellt should focus on key pri~~ciples
order to allow for the guidance to be effectively scaled to companies of all sizes. It is
importa~ltthat the guidance not limit management's ability to apply reasoned
judgment. We believe the following overarching principles should be observed when
developing additional guidance to management:
o

We believe the guidance to managemellt should be closely aligned with the
provisiolls of AS 2 and believe that the final guidance should clearly state
such intent.

r

To avoid confusion, the SEC should clearly highlight any areas in which the
intent is to provide management with guidance representing a substantive
difference from AS 2.

r

The SEC should not issue additional guidance h r mallagemenl that could be
interpreted as reql1iri17gchange for accelerated filers who may have already
developed a practical approach over the last three years of assessing the
effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting. To do so, would
require these registrants to expend unnecessary cost and effort to modify an
existing process.
Management may expect the additional guidance to reduce the costs of
Section 404 compliance. However, the focus of the guidance should be on
perfollning an effective assessment of illtenla1 control over financial
reporting. Adoption of the principles in the guidance may not always reduce
costs, and in fact, in some cases, may increase costs. The SEC should be
cognizant of expectations surroundillg additional guidance and clearly explain
the primary purpose of the development of the additional guidance to
management.

Appendix A

2. Are there special issues applicable to foreign private issuers that the Commission
should consider in developing guidance to management on how to evaluate the
effectiveness of a company's internal control over financial reporting? If so,
what are these? Are such considerations applicable to all foreign private issuers
o r only to a sub-group of tliese filers?
We believe the guidance for domestic registrants will be equally applicable to foreign
private issuers (FPls). However, we support supplemental guidance for FPls in the
following areas:
s

8

The appropriate GAAP basis for purposes of determini~lgthe scope of
management's assessment. We support tile current practice of making
scoping decisioils based on financial measures determined using the base
GAAP of the primary financial statements.
Clarification that the requiremeilt to assess the significance of control
deficiencies against quarterly or interim measures of materiality would not
apply Lo FPIs since FPIs are not required to file interim financial stateineilts
with the SEC.

3. Should additional guidance be limited to articulation of broad principles o r
should it be more detailed?
As discussed in the cover letter, the use of judgment is an indispensable element to
i~nprovingthe process of assessing internal colltrol over financial reporting. As a
result, we support the overarching principle that judgment should talce precedence
over a prescriptive approach.

4. Are there additional topics, beyond what is addressed in this Concept Release,
that the Commission should consider issuing guidance on? If so, what are those
topics?
Although the topics addressed in the SEC's Concept Release are comprellensive, we
believe management may also benefit from guidance in the followi~lgareas, stressing
their importance due to high relative risk:
0

0

Sufficiency of co~ltrolsover the period-end financial reporting process and
financial statement preparation, including related disclosures;
Controls over critical accounting estimates and judgments.

5. Would additional guidance in the format of a Commission rule be preferable to
interpretive guidance? Why o r why not?
Based on its nature, we believe that the SEC should provide interpretive guidance and
not necessarily a Con~missionrule. We believe that interpretive guidance is more
consistent with the high degree ofjudgment that is applied to registrant-specific facts
and circumstances. We also believe that interpretive guidance provides flexibility to
registrants that have spent several years developing and refining an effective and

acceptable process to assess the effectiveness of intenial control over financial
reporting.

6. What types of evaluation approaches have managements of accelerated filers
found most effective and efficient in assessing internal control over financial
reporting? What approacl~eshave not worked, and why?
We have observed the following:

* Companies with the most efficient and effective processes incorporated the
evaluation and testing of the effectiveness of internal control over financial
reporting into their every day operations.
The most effective evaluation process has involved a "top-down, risk b a s e d
approacli and appropriate identification and testing of "key" controls. In our
experience, some colnpallies believed that prior communications regarding a
"top-down, risk-basecl" approacli were directed at auditors. While we
aclmowledge that progress has been made, in our experience, niany companies
have not fully in~plementeda top-down, risk based approach due to (1) a lack
of understanding or experience in applying the necessary judgment such an
approach requires and/or (2) an acquired faniliarity with their alreadyestablisl~ed,worlcable approach.
Stmdardization of processes, controls, and related docunlentation contributes
to an effective and efficient process.
Management walktluoughs improve management's understanding of the rislts,
controls, and processes and ensures the co~~esponding
docunlentation is
accurate. Furthermore, wallttluoughs are a very effective method to assess the
design of internal controls.
An engaged audit con~n~ittee
with strong oversight and accountability
facilitates an effective and efficient process.
7. Are there potential drawbaclts to o r other concerns about providing additional
guidance that the Commission should consider? If so, what are they? Now
might those drawbacks o r other concerns best be mitigated? Would more
detailed Commission guidance hamper future efforts by others in this area?

Refer to our response to Question 1, above,

8. Why have the majority of companies who have completed an assessment,
domestic and foreign, selected the COSO frameworlc rather than one of the
other frameworlis available, such as the Turnbull Report? Is it due to lack of
awareness, knowledge, training, pressure from auditors, o r some other reason?
Would companies benefit from development of additional frameworlis?
The decision on which fralleworlc to select has always been management's
prerogative. We believe many companies have selected the COSO Fra~neworlc
because it is comprehensive, well-known, and widely accepted by the capital markets
as a11 effective framework for establishing intellla1 control over financial reporting.
In addition, due to the significant number of conlpanies selecting the COSO
Franlework and the corresponding practical and experiential guidance available at the
time, it is easy to understand why many companies selected the COSO Framework.
We believe that the original COSO Franlework, in conjunction with the Enterprise
Risk Managenlent (ERM)-Integrated Framework, provides an effective franlework
for establishing effective internal colltrol over financial reporting.
As time passes and systems and companies continue to gain complexity, we believe it
would be appropriate to llave a process whereby COSO, and m y other frameworks,
are periodically evaluated. This process of continuous improvement will ensure that
the principles remain relevant and applicable to dynamic organizations of all sizes.

9. Should the guidance incorporate the May 16,2005 "Staff Statement on
Management's Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting"? Should
any portions of the May 16,2005 guidance be modified o r eliminated? Are there
additional topics that the guidance should address that were not addressed by
that statement? For example, are there any topics in the staft's "Management
Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting and Certification of
Disclosure in Exchange Act Periodic Reports Frequently Aslced Questions
(revised October 6,2004)" that should be incorporated into any guidance the
Commission might issue?
We believe that the SEC sl-rouldreaffinn the principles of the May 16, 2005, "Staff
Statement on Management's Report on Inte~llalControl over Financial Reporting"
and the "Management Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting and
Certification of Disclosure in Exchange Act Periodic Reports Frequently Aslced
Questions (revised October 6,2004)" (collectively the "May 16"' Guidance") by
incorporating tile111 into the new guidance.

We also seelt input on the appropriate role of outside auditors in connection with
the management assessment required by Section 404(a) of Sarbanes-Oxley, and
on the manner in which outside auditors provide the attestation required by
Section 404(b). Should possible alternatives to the current approach be
considered and if so, what? Would these alternatives provide investors with
similar benefits without the same level of cost? How would these alternatives
vvorlt?
As discussed in the cover letter, we would support the elimination of the auditor's
opinion on whether management has reached the appropriate co~~clusion
as to
whether internal control over finallcia1 reporting is effective because we do not
believe it provides incremental value. It is important to note that in order to properly
plan their audit, the auditor will need to review and understand management's
assessment to determine how much reliance can be placed on management's work on
intenla1 co~ltrolover financial reporting.

11. What guidance is needed to help management implement a "top-down, riskbased" approach to identifying rislts to reliable financial reporting and the
related internal controls?
We believe the i~uplementationof a "top-down, risk-based" approach is paranlount to
effectively and eficiently assessing internal control over financial reporting. These
concepts are equally useful to management and external auditors.
We anticipate that effective guidance in this area would include:
Inlpact of the rislc assessment on the scope and coverage of management's
assessnlent as well as the nature, timing, and extent of testing.
Identification of direct company-level controls and the extent to which reliance
may inlpact scoping or testing decisions.
Identification oFUlcey"controls
Application of a risk-based approach as it relates to testing info~mation
technology general controls (ITGCs).
Benefits of management walltl~oughson assessing the design and operating
effectiveness of internal controls.

12. Does the existing guidance, which has been used by management of accelerated
filers, provide sufficient information regarding the identification of controls that
address the rislts of material misstatement? Would additional guidance on
identifying controls that address these risks be helpful?
The identification of the "ltev" controls that address the risks of nlaterial misstatement
is critical to efficiently and effectively assessing the design and operating
effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting. As nlentioned in the cover
letter, while significant progress was made in ye& 2 OF Section 404, we believe there
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are additional opportunities for many coinpanies to reduce the nunlber of controls
tested based on a re-evaluation of wl~ichcontrols have been assessed as key. We
believe significant efficiencies will be achieved by thoughtful selection and testing of
"key" controls. Accordingly, we believe guidance in this area would be useful.
We believe a "key control" is a control that provides the most effective evidence of
achieving the objectives underlying one or more relevant financial statement
assertions for one or more significant accounts or disclosures and n ~ a ybe detective or
preventative in nature. They operate at the level of precision that would prevent or
detect a material misstatement to a~mualor interim financial statements.
In addition, appropriate consideration of key controls includes reliance on autoinated
controls. In our experience, automated controls are not identified as frequently as
inanual controls as being "key". Reliance on autoinated controls nlay increase
efficiency and improve reliability.
13. In light of the forthcoming COSO guidance for smaller public companies, what
additional guidance is necessary on risk assessment or the identification of
controls that address the rislts?
We believe the COSO guidance for snlaller public compmies, Iri/errinl Coritrol over
Firinricial Rel~orfirig-Guidnrice for Sriinller Public Corilynriies, provides practical
approaches and illustrative exanlples that improve the understanding of the risk
assessment and control identification process for con~paniesof all sizes. As noted in
should be subject to
our response to Question 8, we believe that all fi~an-~eworlcs
review for continuous inlprovelnent to ensure that the needs of its users continue to be
met.

14. In areas where companies identified significant start-up efforts in the first year
(c.g., documentation of the design of controls and remediation of deficiencies)
will the COSO guidance for smaller public companies adequately assist
companies that have not yet complied with Section 404 to efficiently and
effectively conduct a risk assessment and identify controls that address the
risks? Are there areas that have not yet been addressed or need further
emphasis?
We acknowledge that the inlplementation of a new rule will always require sonle
level of non-recurring start-up costs. Deferred maintenance of docurnentation of
internal control over financial reporting contributed, in part, to the significant start-up
efforts in the first year. IHowever, the best practices, lessons learned, existing
guidance and the experiences of accelerated filers should result in comparatively
lower start-up costs for non-accelerated filers than those experienced by the
accelerated filers.
It is important to clarify that the primary purpose of the COSO guidance for sn~aller
public companies was unrelated to the assessment of the effectiveness of internal
control over financial reporting required by Section 404. The COSO guidance was

intended to assist managenlent in demonstrating the effectiveness of internal control
given the informal nature and lack of segregation of duties conlnlon among the
systems and processes at many s ~ ~ ~ a public
l l e r companies.

15. What guidance is needed about the role of entity-level controls in evaluation and
assessing the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting? What
specific entity-level control issues should be addressed (e.g., GAAP expertise, the
role of the audit committee, using entity-level eontrols rather than low-level
account and transactional eontrols)? Should these issues be addressed
differently for larger companies and smaller companies?
We believe that strong, comprehensive and substantive entity-level controls
significantly reduce the risk of a material misstatement of the financial statements
and, as such, should be strongly encouraged by the SEC staff: We believe, however,
that there is diversity in practice regarding the impact reliance on entity-level colttrols
can have on the nature, timing, and extent of testing of transaction level controls.
Management guidance should discuss and clearly illustrate the benefit that can be
derived froill reliance on effective entity-level controls-both direct and indirect
entity-level controls. Direct entity-level controls are controls designed to prevent or
detect on a timely basis a ~nisstate~nent
due to error or fraud of a significant account
or disclosure that could result in material misstatelllent of the financial statements.
Indirect entity-level controls are critical to the effectiveness of the overall control
environment, but are not designed to prevent or detect a material misstatement at a
significant account or disclosure level.
To the extent that management detemlines that reliance on entity-level controls is
appropriate, we believe the guidance should emphasize the need to doculnent the
basis for their conclusion.

16. Should guidance be given about the appropriateness of and extent to which
quantitative and qualitative factors, such as liltelihood of an error, should be
used when assessing rislzs and identifying eontrols for the entity? If so, what
factors should be addressed in the guidance? If so, how s11ould that guidance
reflect the special characteristics and needs of smaller public companies?
We believe quantitative and qualitative factors are inlportant in assessing rislcs and
identifying "key" controls for companies. Additional guidance would be useful
specific to thc consideratio11of qualitative factors. We support management's ability
to make reasoned judgments. As such, management should be allowed to consider
qualitative factors not just to increase the scope of testing, as currently observed in
practice, but under the right circun~stances,management should be able to consider
qualitative factors to reduce the scope otllerwise indicated by a quantitative
assessment.
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We believe that qualitative factors to be considered should include (a) complexity of
the process, (b) nature, size and volulmme of individual transactions, (c) effectiveness of
company-level controls, and (d) the history of errors.

7. Should the Commission provide management with guidance about fraud
controls? If so, what type of guidance? Is there existing private sector guidance
that companies have found useful in this area? For example, have companies
found the 2002 guidance issued by the AICPA Fraud Task Force entitled
"Management Antifraud Programs and Controls" useful in assessing these risks
and controls?
We believe the capital marlcets bclmefit from greater emphasis on fraud controls and
management's assessment ofthe risks of fraud. We consider fraud controls an
important co~nponentof effective internal control over financial reporting. Any
guidance should be consistent with the priimciples prescribed by Statement on
Auditing Standards No. 99, Considei.atioi~o f Fraud in (I Fiiiniicial Sfatenze17lAzrdif
(SAS 99).

18. Should guidance be issued to help companies with multiple locations or business
units to understand how those affect their risk assessment and control
identific:rtion activities? How are companies currently determining which
locations or units to test?
Mmy coi~lpanieshave multiple locations and busiiless units, which increase the
complexity of management's assessment. As discussed above, we believe guidance
for managelmlent should support the application of reasoned judgimlent and
consideration of risk in determining the scope of management's assessment.
Similar to our perspectives on the auditor scoping process as discussed in the cover
letter, when a "large portion" of coverage of a company's operations or financial
position. as well as over all significant accounts, has already been obtained, we do not
believe immmagement should be required to continue to add additional fillancially
significant locations or busilless units of lesser significance to their scope each year
when prior experience combined with eflective entity-level controls or other evidence
sunuorts
. . that colltrols are effective at those locations. This revision would result in a
scuping ~xoccssmole in line wirll 111e risk-based principlcs and allo\v increased
opponuniry lo consider thc appropriate balance o i q u a n ~ i ~ n tand
i ~ c q~ialitativetitc~ors.

In addition. pan of the complexity 01'3 multiple lucatiun company is the identification
of'a "location". In practice. \vc have seen some cornpanics strugglc with dctcmmining
what qualifies as a separate location, particularly when significant transactions are
handled by a shared-service ccnter, but some level of input-output exists at
geographically distant facilities (e.g. sales offices, manufacturing plants, etc. ..).
Further guidance on the identification of a location and the consideration of entitylevel controls in shared-service environment would be helpful.

In the absence of guidance from the SEC, we have observed a significant nlajority of
companies apply the scoping guidance outlined in AS 2 in detemlining which
locations or units to test.

19. What type of guidance would help explain how entity-level controls can reduce
o r eliminate the need for testing at the individual account o r transaction level?
If applicable, please provide specific examples of types of entity-level controls
that have been useful in reducing testing elsewhere.
As discussed in our response to Question 15, we believe effective entity-level
co~ltrolscan inimpact the nature, timing axd extent of testing at the individual account
or transaction level.

20. Would guidance on how management's assessment can be based on evidence
other than that derived from separate evaluation-type testing of controls, such as
on-going monitoring activities, be useful? What are some of the sources of
evidence that companies find most useful in ongoing monitoring of control
effectiveness? Would guidance be useful about how management's daily
interaction with controls can be used to support its assessment?
We believe that the guidance should encourage judgment in determining the nature,
timing, and extent of testing. To the extent that the guidance will encourage reliance
on evidence other than that derived fro111 separate evaluation-type testing of controls,
we believe that guidance in the form of practical examples would be effective to
demonstrate to lllanagelllellt how such controls may be considered. In our
experience, many companies have not taken full adva~tageof the various alte~llatives
available to them in obtaining evidence of the operating effectiveness of internal
control over financial reporting (e.g., self assessments, ongoing monitoring activities,
etc ...). We believe additional guidance should both reinforce and illustrate the
various alternatives available to ~~lanagement.
We believe that any guidance in this area should be careful not to promote overreliance on controls without obtaining the appropriate level of evidence of operating
effectiveness.

21. What considerations are appropriate to ensure that the guidance is responsive to
the special characteristics of entity-level controls and management at smaller
public companies? What type of guidance vvould be useful to small public
companies with regard to those areas?
As mentioned in our responses to Questions 15 and 19, we believe entity-level
controls are an important component of effective internal control over financial
reporting. We believe the characteristics of effective, entity-level controls are not
unique to companies of a particular size. Accordingly, the aforementioned
co~lsiderationsregarding the use of and reliance on entity-level controls are scalable

to smaller public con~panies,but sn~allerpublic con~paniesmay find it difficult to
demoilstrate the requisite characteristics.
In addition, the COSO guidance for smaller public con~paniesprovides appropriate
considerations regarding entity-level c o ~ ~ t r othat
l s will benefit not only smaller public
coinpalies but also companies of all sizes.

22. In situations where management determines that separate evaluation-type
testing is necessary, what type of additional guidance to assist management in
varying the nature and extent of the evaluation procedures supporting its
assessment would be helpful? Would guidance be useful on how risk,
materiality, attributes of the controls themselves, and other factors play a role in
the judgments about when to use separate evaluations versus relying on ongoing
monitoring activities?
Additional guidance and flexibility regarding the appropriate use of a "top-down,
risk-based" approach will help deteilniile when separate, evaluation-type testing or
ongoing moilitoring activities are appropriate. As inentioned previously, we believe
some level of separate evaluation-type testing is necessary to co~lcludeinteinal
control over fiilalcial reporting is effective. Additional guidance addressing the
co~lsiderationofrisk, materiality, attributes of the control, and other factors in
deterinining when to use separate evaluations versus relying on ongoing monitoring
activities would be useful. Toward that end, we believe tile guidance should address
the impact of the following factors on the nature, timing, and extent of testing:
inherent rislc and coillplexity of the control;
e

overall assessment of the coiltrol enviroiunent;

e

changes in the operation or design of the control;

e

consideration of direct and indirect company-level controls;

o

frequeilcy of the control;

o

history of control deficiencies a ~ financial
d
state~nelltmisstatements.

We support a principles-based fraineworlc for dete~lni~liilg
the appropriate approach
for nlanagenlellt to obtain evidence of operatiilg effectiveness based upon the
aforementioned [actors.

23. Would guidance be useful on the timing of management testing of controls and
the need to update evidence and conclusions from prior testing to the assessment
"as o f ' date?
We have observed that performing testing as of an "interim" date may significantly
increase the efficiency aid effectiveiless of management's assessment. Guidance
regarding the timing of management's testing of controls and the need to obtain
updated evidence would be helpful. I11 conductiilg the update testing, tile guidance
should also address alternative approaches management has to obtain evidence during

the update period, includillg the use of inquiry, observation: self-assessment, reperfomlance, or ~valktl~roughs.
We believe update testing should generally be performed near and within a
reasonable period of the "as o f ' date. How close the testing sl~ouldoccur is directly
related to the importance and complexity of the control. The greater the complexity,
the closer the testing should be con~pletedto the "as OF' date. If the initial testing of a
control occurs within this timeframe, it typically would not be necessary to perfornl
update testing unless a significant change in the control had occurred.
The guidance should also address period-end financial reporting controls that do not
operate until after the "as of' date but pertain to management's assertion of the
effectiveness of internal coiltrol over financial reporting at the "as o f ' date.
24. W h a t type o f guidance would be appropriate regarding the evaluation o f
identified internal control deficiencies? Arc there particular issucs in evaluating
deficient controls that have only indirect relationsllip to a specific financial
statement account or disclosure? I f so, where are some ltey considerations
currently being used when evaluating the control deficiency?

We believe there has been consistent application of the frameworlc that was
developed by the auditing fiinls for evaluating control exceptions and deficiencies.
We support the continued use of this framework which requires the use of significant
judgment, coilsiders both lilcelil~oodand magnitude, and quantitative and qualitative
factors. We encourage the SEC to acla~owledgeand endorse the use of this
Framework by rtlanagement.
As discussed in the cover letter, we support the elimination of the require~nentto
evaluate the significance of all control deficiencies against interim materiality, unless
the deficie~lcyis associated with a lu~ownerror.

25. Would guidance be helpful regarding the definitions o f the terms "material
weakness" and "significant deficiency"? I f so, please explain any issucs that
sllould be addressed in the guidance.
We have not observed diversity in practice in the application of the definitions of the
terms "material weakness" or "significant deficiency". We suppol-t the c u r r e ~ ~ t
requirements to identify and report to the audit con~mitteesignificant deficiencies,
which are an early wan~illgof and may selve to prevent future material wealcnesses.
We believe additional guidance to clarify the "magnitude" and "lilcelil~ood"that a
control deficiency, or a conlbination of control deficiencies, could result in a
misstatement of an account balance or disclosure would be useful. However, as
discussed in our cover letter, we believe the SEC at a m i ~ ~ i ~ nshould
u i n clarify the
definition of "lilcclihood" from "more than remote" to "at least reaso~lablypossible".

26. Would guidance be useful on factors that management should consider in
determining whether management could conclude that no material wealmess in
internal control over financial reporting exists despite the discovery of a need to
correct a financial statement error as part of the financial statement close
process? If so, please explain.
We believe Question #7 of the PCAOB's StafQuestio17s rn7dAns11~e1.s:Audiling
In/ernnl Co17/rolOver Fi~.ru17cinl
Reporting (Qz~eslionsI - 26) (Revised July 27, 200-1)
provides adequate guidance on useful factors nlanagenlent should consider in
determining whether management could conclude that no material wealmess in
intenla1 control over financial reporting exists despite the discovery of a need to
correct a financial statement error as part of the financial statement close process.

27. Would guidance be useful in addressing the circumstances under which a
restatement of previously reported financial information would not lead to the
conclusion that a material wealiness exists in the company's internal control over
financial reporting?
We have observed that the determination that no material wealu~essin internal control
over financial reporting exists despite the discovery of a need to restate previously
reported financial information has contributed to significant debate and tension
anlong interested constituents.
We believe that the restatement is a "strong indicator" that a material weakness in
internal control over financial reporting exists. While in the event of a restatement it
is not uncolumon to conclude that a material wealtness exists, it should not be
considered a presumption. For exanlple, there may be circu~llstanceswhere a
company has a robust and effective process in place, performed by qualified
personncl, to determine the appropriate accounting for complex issues, and has
historically reached the appropriate accounting conclusion on these issues. After
appropriately applying its process, the company may reach a position on a co~nplex
accounting issue that is later deternlined to have been incorrect; resulting in a
restatement of the financial statements.
In this example, it is not clear that a control has failed. Effective internal control is
intended to provide reasonable, but not absolute, assurance and the nature of the
control is influenced by the fallibility of individuals. We question whether this
example, which highlights a single failure in judgment in a complex area that has
otherwise proven to be an effective environment, should necessarily be interpreted as
an indication of the existence of a ~naterialweakness.

28. How have companies been able to use technology to gain efficiency in evaluating
the effectiveness of internal controls (e.g., by automating the effectiveness testing
of automated controls o r through benchmarlung strategies)?
Companies are early in the learning curve of automating the effectiveness testing of
automated controls. They are beginning to leverage technology to gain efficiencies
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within the evaluation process, through the use o f tools like ACL, change management
audit trail programs and user access administration systems. However, many o f these
programs <andsystems are first-generation tools, with limited integration into a
company's evaluation process.
W e continue to believe that conlpanies can leverage the use of automated controls to
reduce the volunle o f manual control testing perfornled. Increased reliance on
automated co~ltrolswould better support the use o f the benclunarking testing strategy.
Companies have struggled to effectivelyuse the benclmarlung strategy, due to the
dirficulty in ei-ficientlygathering and maintaining the evidence necessary to support
tlie completeness o f the change process supporting the autoinated controls. In nlany
cases, companies have found it more emcie~ltand cost effectiveto retest autonlated
controls annually rather than utilize a benchmarking strategy. The efficienciesgained
by the use ofthe benchmarking strategy are directly related to the volume o f
automated controls and the quality o f the ITGCs surrounding the automated
environment.

29. Is guidance needed to help companies determine which IT general controls
should be tested? How arc companies determining
controls
- which IT general
could impact IT application controls directly related to the preparation of
financial statements?
In developing guidance, we believe it is inlportant to recognize that there is minimal
empirical evidence where IT general controls have directly contributed to a material
weakness. Accordingly, while IT general controls are critical to nlai~ltainingeffective
internal control over financial reporting, the SEC should be judicious in providing
additional guidance to avoid increasing the level o f work in this area.
Many o f the areas that wauant guidance in the non-IT areas would be equally helpful
relative to IT, namely the identification o f "ltey" IT general controls and application
controls and how to apply a "top-down, risk-based" approach to an IT enviroimlent.
The guidance should address the benefits o f better alignn~entbetween finance and IT
functions. The design and evaluation o f a l effectivesystem o f control is the
collaborative responsibility o f both teams.
W e believe that the guidance should highlight that certain IT related testing can
significantly inlpact the effectivenesso f management's process. For exanlplc:
The use o f automated application controls to reduce testing o f manual controls
Better leverage of the change management process to gain efficienciesin process
walktluoughs and update testing
0

Appropriate consideration o f IT-dependent manual controls that incorporate
system-generated reports or end user computing tools (e.g., spreadsheets or report
writers) into the control activity
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Direct linkage of IT applications to the processes that support the financial
statement assertions, where understandi~lgthis linkage may increase the use of
auto~llaledapplication controls.

30. Has management generally been utilizing proprietary IT framevvorla as a guide
in conducting the IT portion of their assessments? If so, which frameworks?
Which components of those frameworks have been particularly useful? Which
components of those frameworlts go beyond the objectives of reliable financial
reporting?
We observed that in Year 1, the default approacll was to use Conlrol Objectives for
Infom~ationand related Teclu~ology(COBIT). I-Iowever, many companies realized
that COBIT was too detailed and migrated away from the use of COBIT prinlarily to
reduce costs. In addition, since COSO does not con~prehensivelyaddress IT general
co~ltrols,many compa~~ies
have logically gravitated to an AS 2 based assessment as
described in paragraph 50 of AS 2, which focuses on program development, program
changes, co~nputeroperations, and access to programs and data to help ensure that
specific co~ltrolsover the processing of transactions are operating effectively.
31. Were the levels of documentation performed by management in the initial years
of completing- the assessment beyond what was needed to identie controls for
testing? If so, why (e.g., business reasons, auditor required, or unsure about
"ltey" controls)? Would specific guidance help companies avoid this issue in the
future? If so, what factors should be considered?
We acknowledge that the level of docu~ue~~tation
perfomled by rnanage~nentin the
initial year of completing an assessment may have been Inore tha1 what was needed
to identify ltey controls for testing. I-Iowever, in many cases, the early documentation
laclted clarity and precision. The level of documentation was partially attributed to an
incomplete understanding of a company's internal processes due, in part, to deferred
lnaintellance of managenlent's documentation of internal control over financial
reporting as well as an inability to identify ltey controls. In addition, the levels of
documentation in the initial years were partially attributed to management's
documentation of processes from the bottom-up as opposed to the top-down. We
believe guidance regarding identification of ltey controls lnay help with the level of
documentation.
We also believe the guidance should discuss the use of management walkthroughs as
a best practice in streamlining and reducing ~nanagementdocumentation. T l ~ e
completion of management walkthroughs would also contribute to an efficient and
effective process for management and independent auditors. We also support the use
of a conlbination of flowcl1arts and narratives as a best practice for effective
documentation.
Finally, Inally colnpanies found significant operational value and sustainable benefit
in doculnellting controls, which contributed to the formalization of processes.

32. What guidance is needed about the form, nature, and extent of documentation
that management must retain as evidence for its assessment of risks to financial
reporting and control identification? Are there certain factors to consider in
making judgments about the nature and extent of documentation (e.g., entity
factors, process, o r account complexity factors)? If so, what a r e they?

An assessnlent of the effectiveness of iilternal control over financial reporting should
be supported by evidential matter, including written docunlentation, regarding both
the design of internal controls and the testing perfo~lned.Guidance regarding the
f o n , nature, and extent of documentation that management should prepare would be
useful. However, because the folm, nature, and extent of docunlentation will vary
froin coinpany to company, we support general guidelines regarding the
docun~entationneeded to support management's assessinent as opposed to
prescriptive, detailed guidance.
It is also important to note that the sufficiency of nla~agement'sdocurnentation nlay
impact the auditor's ability to rely on the work ofothers. We suggest that it would be
helpful for the SEC guidance to clarifL the appropriate period of retention for
management's documentation.
33. What guidance is needed about the extent of documentation that management
must maintain about its evaluation procedures that support
its annual
..
assessment of internal control over financial reporting?
Refer to our response to Question 32, above.

34. Is guidance needed about documentations for information technology controls?
If so, is guidance needed for both documentation of the controls and
documentation of the testing for the assessment?
We believe guidance regarding doculnentation of IT controls and the IT risk
assessment process would be helpful. Our general views regarding documentation for
info~xlationtechnology controls are consistent with our response to Question 32,
above.

35. How might guidance be helpful in addressing the flexibility and cost
containment needs of smaller public companies? What guidance is appropriate
for smaller public companies with regard to documentation?
The primary criticisnl against Section 404 is not that it fails to deliver value, but the
high cost of compliance. Additional guidance for management will increase clarity
and improve efficiency while reducing redundancy in performing management's
assessment, which addresses the flexibility and cost contaimlent needs of companies
of all sizes.
We believe the docun~entationrequirements as discussed in our response to Question
32, above, are scalable to companies of all sizes.

